
 
We invite you to publish a manuscript in a collective monograph on jurisprudence, 

sociology, philosophy and other sciences. 
 

The monograph will be published and posted on the websites until June 10, 2024 (inclusive) by 

the publishing house of the United States of America - Primedia eLaunch LLC ( an example of our 

work with Primedia eLaunch LLC ). 

 

International ISBN – 979-8-89292-725-3 

 

Acceptance of materials until May 26, 2024 (inclusive). 

 

The name of the monograph is History, philosophy and jurisprudence: review of constitutional law, 

criminal process and judicial system. 
 

Suggested sections: 

 

 

 

Organizational contribution: 

 

For participants from Ukraine, the organizational fee for submitting materials to a collective 

monograph is UAH 80 per page of text. 

In the case of submission of materials for a collective monograph with a volume of 1.5 printed 

sheets or more, the fee will be UAH 65 per page of text. 
  

- Agrarian law - Agrarian law 

- Administrative law and process - Administrative law and process 
- Commercial law - Commercial law 
- Environmental law - Environmental law 
- Land law - Land law 
- Information law - Information law 
- History of political and legal students - History of political and legal students 
- History of philosophy - History of philosophy 
- A constitutional right - A constitutional right 
- Criminal law and criminology - Criminal law and criminology 
- Criminal process and criminology - Criminal process and criminology 
- Criminal executive law - Criminal executive law 
- International law - International law 
- Municipal law - Municipal law 
- Operational investigative activity - Operational investigative activity 
- The right to social security - The right that social security 
- Natural resource law - Natural resource law 
- Prosecutor's office and advocacy - Prosecutor's office and advocacy 
- Family law - Family law 
- Social philosophy - Social philosophy 
- Forensic examination - Forensic examination 
- Judicial system - Judicial system 
- Theory and history of the state and law - Theory and history of the state and law 
- Theory and history of sociology - Theory and history of sociology 
- Labor Law - Labor Law 
- Philosophy of history - Philosophy of history 
- Philosophy of law - Philosophy of law 
- Finance law - Finance law 
- Civil law and civil process - Civil law and civil process 
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General requirements for registration: 

 

1. The participant can present several reports for inclusion in the monograph ; 

2. The maximum number of authors of one report is five; 

3. The minimum number of pages is ten; 

4. Text format – Microsoft Word (* . doc , * . docx ); 

5. The language of the text - Ukrainian, English and others; 

Materials from representatives of sanctioned countries are not accepted, as well as materials written in 

the language of such countries. 

6. Orientation – portrait only , landscape orientation is prohibited; 

7. Page – A4; 

8. Margins (top, bottom, left, right) - 2 cm; 

9. The font is Times New Roman , size (pin) – 14; 

10. Line spacing – one and a half, paragraph 1 cm; 

11. The structure is an arbitrary presentation of the material in the form of a complete text of scientific 

research. The elements of the introduction, analysis, etc. , inherent in the article, are not formed. 

 

More detailed information on the design of the study: 

An example of a manuscript design can be downloaded from the link. 
 

1. At the beginning of the work, the following is indicated in the upper left corner:  

- the name of the TNR monograph, pin 11-14. 

- the section to which your work belongs, you can find it out on the page of the planned monograph or 

in the information letter. 

 

Example: 

Title of the monograph - Management , finance , economics : problems and ways of their solutions ;  

Section - Upbringing and education 

 

2. Under the section in the center of the page - the title of the work, font bold, TNR, pin 14, in capital 

letters. 

 

Example: 

PEDAGOGY IN MODERN CONDITIONS EXAMPLE OF TABLE DESIGN 
 

3. Surname and first name of the author(s ) with a superscript index. Name of the author( s ): pen bold, 

pen 14, small letters, (justified on the right edge). Affiliation of the author( s ): font TNR, pin 11. The 

affiliation of the authors indicates: place of work or study in the nominative case ( department, 

institute, faculty, university, etc. ) , city and country. 

 

Example: 

Vladlenov Denys 1 , Ivanov Petro 2 
1 Department of Publishing Information Technologies, Lviv Polytechnic National University , Lviv , Ukraine 

2 Department of Tourism , Hotel and Restaurant Business , Faculty of cultural and creative industries , Kyiv National 

University of Technologies and Design , Kyiv , Ukraine 

 

4. The main text is typed in TNR font, point 14, paragraph - 1.25 cm, interval 1.5. 

 

5. Design of the table: font TNR, pin 11-14. The name above the table (Table 1. Table name) is 

oriented on the right edge. In the text before the table, there is a link to the table ( text text text the text 

of table 1.). 

 

https://isg-konf.com/uk/podacha-2/
https://isg-konf.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Example-Monograph.docx


 
 

Example: 

Table 1.  

name name name name name name name 

 

parameter name parameter name parameter name parameter name 

1 2 3 4 

 

If necessary, make a continuation of the tables according to the sample: 

Continuation of table 1 . 

 

parameter name parameter name parameter name parameter name 

1 2 3 4 
 

6. Drawing design: each drawing must be signed and numbered. The text of your work must contain a 

reference to the figure, after which the figure itself is placed, and the inscription below it (for 

example): Figure 1. Name name name name _ 

 

 
Figure 1. Name name name name 

 

7. Reference list: The reference list is formed in any style at the discretion of the author in the order 

of mentioning the source in the text. A general list of references for the entire work will be formed in 

the monograph. All the sources indicated in the subsections will be changed according to the general 

end-to-end numbering. 

 

Submission of materials: 
 

1. Materials are sent by e- mail mono@isg-konf.com . Sign the file name according to the 

example: Materials_Petrov . 

2. After receiving your materials, we check them, edit them (if necessary), agree with the author. 

After that, we accept the organic matter . Sign the receipt for the payment of the organ deposit 

according to the example: Orgvnesok_Petrov . 

3. The name of the collective monograph must be indicated in the subject of the letter. 

4. Published collective monographs are freely accessible on the website, authors and all other users 

have the opportunity to download relevant monographs on the page - https://isg-

konf.com/uk/monograph-archive/ . 

 

For all additional questions, contact the email address  

mono@isg-konf.com 

Vladlenov Denys Andreyovych 

Client-manager « isg-konf.com » 
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